ACE: Animal Countdown Extraordinaire | 12x30
Set onboard a swashbuckling steampunk airship, presenter Jack Yabsley counts down ten of the most extraordinary animals on the planet, searching for everything from the freakiest fliers to the wackiest racers.

Cooper’s Treasure | 6x60  Available worldwide in June
In the 1960s, the “Original 7” astronauts were both rock stars and daredevils and Gordon Cooper was the youngest and the flashiest of the bunch. During one of his missions, Cooper discovered something unexpected: shipwrecks. Working for decades in secret, using the information he collected while orbiting the Earth, Cooper created a document – a treasure map. Before passing away, Cooper shared his secret with friend Darrell Miklos. Miklos is now setting out on a personal quest to find the treasure and fulfill the legacy of his mentor.

The Dark Side of the Sun | 1x60
This film tells the story of our growing awareness of the true nature of our star, its critical importance to all life on Earth, and its potentially harmful effects on modern civilization. Narrated by Grammy® and Emmy®-winning artist Sting.

Secrets of the Underground | 8x60
With the recent emergence of cutting-edge technologies, scientists are now able to research fascinating underworlds of secret tunnel networks, ancient structures, and bizarre geological occurrences that offer glimpses into our history like we’ve never been able to see before. Scientist and tech fanatic Rob Nelson travels the country to investigate long lost, subterranean phenomena.

Gold Rush: Parker’s Trail | 4x60  Available worldwide in June
In honor of his grandfather’s memory, Parker Schnabel wants to find out if he’s as tough as the original gold mining stampeders. He will attempt to trek across the Coastal Range, from his home in Alaska to the fabled goldfields of the Klondike.

Hacking the Wild | 6x60
Andy Quitmeyer has just a backpack filled with everyday tech gear to help him survive the wilderness. Using the materials he has, combined with nature, he builds traps, finds and cooks food, and must keep himself safe and alive until he can make his way back to civilization.

Nate & Jeremiah By Design | 8x60
Nate Berkus and Jeremiah Brent rescue couples who have gone over budget and over schedule on renovation projects, and turn their money pits into masterpieces.

Revealed: Thar | 1x60
This special takes viewers through the vast arid and semi-arid regions spread across the west of India, revealing how this land called the Thar is much more than an inhospitable desert.

Say Yes to the Dress UK - Season 2 | 20x30
Follow brides on a quest to find the perfect gown for their big day. With the help of Sir David Emanuel, the designer of Princess Diana’s iconic wedding dress and the attentive staff at Confetti and Lace in Essex, brides are sure to have the experience of a lifetime.

Underwater Planet | 6x60
Enter a world hidden beneath the surface of the oceans, seas, and inland waters as seen through the eyes of one of the most famous photographers who brought us Magic of the Big Blue. From the smallest inhabitants to underwater giants, from beautiful reefs to endless underwater deserts, witness the most beautiful locations of our Underwater Planet.

Surviving Borneo | 6x30  Available worldwide in June
Follow local television host Henry Golding, the descendant of the once-feared Iban tribe of Sarawak. Before marital bliss, Henry goes on a personal mission to discover his tribal roots through the unfamiliar and unforgiving jungles of his homeland.

Wild Australia | 2x60
Australia is one of the largest and most extreme wildernesses on earth. Here the world’s longest lived culture, indigenous Aborigines, have survived by observing and learning from nature. Australia also has some of the planet’s strangest and most unique creatures. Explore the bizarre, deadly, and quirky characters that live here and see how, through thousands of years of living alongside nature, Aborigines have gained a knowledge that could help shape the future.
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